Panzerwrecks 3: German Armour 1944-45
Synopsis

'Panzerwrecks 3' is a first rate photo book for fans of late-war German armor who desire large, clear photos for their modeling and research projects. Its 96 pages contain 125 rare and unpublished photos from archives and veterans' collections around the world, all reproduced for maximum clarity. Comprehensive captions provide proper identification of units, vehicles and locations as well as insights into their color, camouflage and markings. Readers will find a wealth of material on both the Eastern and Western Fronts during the pivotal years 1944-45. Featured in this volume are twenty pages of the German s.Pz.Jg.Abt.512 surrendering at Iserlohn, nine pages of s.H.Pz.Jg.Abt.655 assembled at Oldenburg, fifteen pages of Jagdpanzer 38's and assorted half-tracks entering captivity in Schwarzbach, and five pages of GI's inspecting a knocked out Pz IV in great detail, plus dozens of other photos of late-war panzers.
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Customer Reviews

Super interesting subject that has almost nothing previously printed. I hope there will more titles in the future. The pictures are extremely interesting and even more rare. Pictures needed for us nerd modelers.

The photos in this book are a very good reference for the armor modeler. The written captions are also very informative.

A very nice source of documentation for historians and modellers. I love it. I am buying the whole
A bit of a disappointment. Almost all of these photos can be found on the net. I was looking for something more, I guess...
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